
Keep – kept – kept 
Where do we keep milk?

We keep milk in the fridge.
What are the verb forms of ‘keep’?

The verb forms of ‘keep’ are ‘keep, kept, kept.
Have you kept any letters from your friend?

Yes, I’ve kept some letters from my friend.
No, I haven’t kept any letters from my friend.

Do you think you should keep studying English?
Yes, I think I should keep studying English.
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We sometimes use –er or –or to make a noun which means a thing that 
does something.

ex.  Opener,  calculator,  computer

Bottle       bottle-opener       calculator

What drinks do they sell in bottles?
They sell water in bottles.

What must you have if you want to open a bottle?
If you want to open a bottle you must have a 
bottle-opener.
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How often do you use a computer?
I use a computer everyday.

Does your phone have a calculator?
Yes, my phone has a calculator.
No, my phone doesn’t have a calculator.
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1st conditional:   if + present + will
We use the first conditional when we think it is possible that an action 
will happen in the future. 

ex.   If I see Ann tomorrow, I will tell her the story.
She will learn English well if she studies hard.

conditional

When do we use the first conditional?
We use the first conditional when we think it is 
possible that an action will happen in the future.

What is the construction of the first conditional?
The construction of first conditional is 
‘if + present + will. 795



Will you learn English well if you study hard?
Yes, I will learn English well if I study hard.

If you see me in the street, will you say hello to me?
Yes, if I see you in the street, I will say hello to you.

Will you go for a walk, if it’s sunny tomorrow?
Yes, I will go for a walk if it’s sunny tomorrow.

Will you go for a walk, if it’s rainy tomorrow?
Yes, No won’t go for a walk if it’s rainy tomorrow.
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